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PROCEDENTIAL

Audience please stand for processional and invocation.
Please silence all mobile devices during the ceremony.

INVOCATION. ............................................................ Reverend Timothy Auman
University Chaplain

WELCOME ................................................................. Dwayne Godwin
Dean, Graduate Programs in Biomedical Sciences

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS. ........................................ Dwayne Godwin

The Graduate Student Association Faculty Excellence Award 2020-21...Regina Cordy,
Assistant Professor, Biology

2019-20… Oana Jurchescu,
Professor, Physics

The Gordon A. Melson Outstanding Doctoral Student Award 2020-2021 Hamna F. Iqbal,
Department of Physics

2019-20 Deborah Joyce Luessen,
Department of Physiology & Pharmacology

The Gordon A. Melson Outstanding Master’s Student Award 2020-21 Katelyn Anne
Greene,
Department of Biomedical Engineering

2019-20 Andres Guerrero-Guzman
Department of Mathematics & Statistics

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES. .............................................. Nathan O. Hatch
President

Presentation of Degree Candidates .................................... Brad Jones,
Dean, Graduate Programs in Arts and Science
RECOGNITION OF DOCTORAL DEGREE CANDIDATES ..................... Dwayne Godwin

RECOGNITION OF MASTER DEGREES CANDIDATES .................. Brad Jones

CLOSING REMARKS. .................................................................. Brad Jones

BENEDICTION. .............................................................................. Reverend Timothy Auman

RECESSIONAL

Audience please stand in place for recessional.

FACULTY MARSHALS

J. Daniel Bourland, Professor, Radiation Oncology
Sandy Dickson, Senior Associate Dean, Graduate School
Jennie McGuire, Manager, Curriculum and Outcomes
Bernard Roper, Director, Experiential Learning & Internships
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 17, 2021

Jordan Marie Chapman  Biology  Dr. Gloria Muday
Hamna F. Iqbal    Physics  Dr. Oana Jurchescu
Bahjat Fadi Marayati  Biology  Dr. Ke Zhang Reid
Melissa Leigh Fender Pashayan  Physics  Dr. Jed Macosko
Tong Ren    Physics  Dr. J. Daniel Bourland
Jennifer Buchanan Roberts  Chemistry  Dr. Christa Colyer
Deusdedith M. Rugemalila  Biology  Dr. T. Michael Anderson
John Thomas Sloop  Chemistry  Dr. Bradley Jones

Conferred December 30, 2020

Ali Daraei    Physics  Dr. Martin Guthold
Hyunsu Lee    Physics  Dr. Keith Bonin/Dr. Martin Guthold
Michael D. Ward  Biology  Dr. James Curran
Xiyuan Yao  Chemistry  Dr. Ulrich Bierbach

Conferred August 15, 2020

Jake Alexander Carter  Chemistry  Dr. Brad Jones
Richard Allen Dudley    Physics  Dr. Paul Anderson
Justin Piedad  Chemistry  Dr. Amanda Jones
Christine Marie Vega  Biology  Dr. Miriam Ashley-Ross

Candidates for the Degree
Master of Arts
May 17, 2021

Courtney Lynn Abernathy  Counseling
Mallory Kimball Allred  Liberal Arts Studies
Dylan Barton  Counseling
Mia Alegra Bido Garcia  Counseling
Rachel Marie Bischoff  English
Linda M. Bissonnette   Bioethics
Ghilman Davis Brock   Mathematics & Statistics
Adelia Thal Bullins   Liberal Arts Studies
Martina Jean Bumgarner   Counseling
Gabriela Cabrera   Religious Studies
Jaime Andrés Cárdenas Sánchez   Sustainability
Emma Elizabeth Carter   Interpreting and Translation Studies
Benjamin Coolidge Casstevens   Liberal Arts Studies
Krishna Naina Chopra   Bioethics
Lauren Cohen   Counseling
Mallory Flowers Couch   Counseling
Rayvon Edward Dean II   Communication
Crystal Tiffany Ann Dixon   Sustainability
David D. Dockery   Communication
Laura Erickson   Counseling
DeAndra Ginae Frierson   Counseling
Natalie G. Frye   Psychology
Ruohan Gong   Liberal Arts Studies
Logan Taylor Gray   Mathematics & Statistics
Alexandra Karina Green   Counseling
Katherine Blake Grote   Counseling
Emily Ann Hamby   Counseling
Janessa Jo Hemker   Counseling
Jimmy LeEarl Hill III   Counseling
Allyson Marie Hoppe   Counseling
Yang Huang   Counseling
Susan Eva Hyman   Interpreting and Translation Studies
Angel Dianna Joel   Counseling
Thelonious Kahler   Liberal Arts Studies
Eun Hye Kim   Religious Studies
Timothy Kinsella   Mathematics & Statistics
Victoria R. Lang   Religious Studies
Robert Lange   Counseling
Beau Larsen   Communication
Brittani Kiara Level   Counseling
Itamar Lewin-Arundale   Communication
Junpei Li   Mathematics & Statistics
Emily Lines   Mathematics & Statistics
Lu Ma   Interpreting and Translation Studies
Cristina Rose Mahoney   Counseling
Tatenda Mashanda   Communication
Mary McBride   Mathematics & Statistics
Jessica L. McClain   Counseling
Jake Jeffries McGuirk   English
Julie A. Moore   Counseling
Tiffany L. Newman   Counseling
Lucia Nikolaou-Damaskinou   Communication
Subha Niroula   Mathematics & Statistics
Ryan Mark Ricks   English
Dulce María Rivas Rangel   Interpreting and Translation Studies
Dianne Catherine Mae Rountree   Counseling
Julie Russell   Counseling
Elisabeth Adele Savran   Counseling
Jessica L. Scrimgeour  Counseling
Mengmeng Shi  Interpreting and Translation Studies
Sean Ryan Simmons  Counseling
Lindley R. Slipetz  Psychology
Rebecca Nichole Smith  Psychology
Lawrence Burton Snipes  Counseling
Anne Holloway Somerville  Psychology
Alexandra Strullmyer  Mathematics & Statistics
Shayna Osicea Sweezy  Counseling
Marshall Scott Tate  Counseling
Adam Richard Tolbert  Counseling
Mariana Isabel Valverde Vargas  Interpreting and Translation Studies
Adriana Patricia Varela  Counseling
Matthew Paul Vieron  Counseling
Hunter Ray Wages  Mathematics & Statistics
Adriana Walsh  Counseling
Rachel Elizabeth Warner  Counseling
Meara Leah Waxman  English
Kathleen Dakota White  Mathematics & Statistics
Rachel Bedell Willis  English
Daniel Wolodkin  Mathematics & Statistics
Haochen Wu  Mathematics & Statistics
Jinxin Xia  Mathematics & Statistics
Yuxing Xu  Counseling
Ye Dam Yi  Psychology
Yuyao Zhang  Mathematics & Statistics

Conferred December 30, 2020

Brittainy D. Adkins  Counseling
Na-Twan Allen  Counseling
Laura Jean Andrews  Counseling
Carolyn Ann Bell  Counseling
Colleen Annemarie Brady  Counseling
Ariel Maria Brafford  Counseling
Brittany Nicole Brisson  Counseling
Christina Michelle Brock  Counseling
Jeremy Benjamin Chester Carter  Bioethics
Brandon Garrison Chapman  Liberal Arts Studies
Kabrya Elizabeth Colson  Counseling
LaKaya Temeka Craig  Counseling
Terrance Davis  Sustainability
Arizona Danielle Faison  Counseling
Claire Fountain  Counseling
Miles Raymond Fox  Liberal Arts Studies
Adam Gabriel Oles Gal  Liberal Arts Studies
Aijia Gao  Psychology
Katherine M. Garard  Counseling
David R. Gill  Mathematics & Statistics
Isabella Valentina Hohler§ Religious Studies
Shannon Brenée’ Judd Counseling
Emily Lazalde Counseling
Caitlyn Marie Lear Counseling
Larisa Madison Counseling
Nthabeleng Neo Maine Documentary Film
Logan T. Martin Psychology
Luke Martin Sustainability
Kaitlyn Lauren McCracken English
Christopher J. Mc Gorisk Liberal Arts Studies
Laurie J. Moody Counseling
Roohi Narula Liberal Arts Studies
John Noble Sustainability
Cierra Marie O’Connor Counseling
Kimberlee Taylor Hartzog Paige Counseling
Ashley J. Patrick Counseling
Kyle Perkins Liberal Arts Studies
Traveon Redd Liberal Arts Studies
Antoinette K. Robinson Counseling
Kristy Sauerbry Liberal Arts Studies
Jessica L. Schmidt Counseling
Tria Smothers Counseling
Rachel Scarlett Sopko Counseling
Monica Swann Counseling
Bo Wu Mathematics & Statistics

Conferred August 15, 2020

Madelfia Almeda Abb Counseling
Mary Elizabeth Abrahams Counseling
Katherine Margaret Atkins Counseling
Robyn Riley Blackburn Counseling
Diane M. Breneman Counseling
Alexis Paige Bryson Counseling
Lindsay Burns Counseling
Anna Cathell Counseling
Samantha Rae Curl Counseling
Lynne Richards Daack Counseling
Kristin Nicole Daschbach Counseling
Alana S. Demaske Psychology
Nicolas DiMassimo Sustainability
Jessica J. Ernst Counseling
Justine W. Fahey Counseling
Kelly Kathleen Finley-Marshall Counseling
Mackenzie Gaines Counseling
Eric Gaudiello Psychology
Lisa Gayle Giebelhaus Counseling
Meghann Noel Goddard Counseling
Benjamin Hall Griffin Counseling

§ Joint Degree with Juris Doctor
Teresa Marie Harris   Counseling
Jessie Hatcher    Sustainability
Loren J. Hendrickson   Sustainability
Matthew Hooks   Counseling
Julie Belle Huff   Counseling
Breanne K. Johnson   Sustainability
Julianne Gruenhagen Key  Psychology
Doreen McCullough Lawson  Counseling
Robert Douglas Messer  Counseling
Kiera Grace Molloy  Counseling
Lindsay Moore   Counseling
Julia Hanson Muir   Counseling
Jordan Noel Neel   Counseling
LaRue Rogers Neilson   Counseling
Allan Oduor   Sustainability
Amanda Alese Peterson  Counseling
Brent Matthew Pontillo  Liberal Arts Studies
Lisa A. Rainwater   Counseling
Maya Alicia Revell   Sustainability
Alexis C. Savage  Counseling
Emma Elizabeth Sims  Psychology
Mitchell C. Tague  Mathematics & Statistics
Jennifer C. Taylor   Counseling
Zoë Sabrina Tice  Sustainability
Briana Noele Torgerson  Counseling
Mary Canada Trask   Counseling
Olivia Caroine von Rosenberg  Counseling
David A. Weiss  Sustainability
Heidi Marie Whiteside  Mathematics & Statistics

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER OF SCIENCE
May 17, 2021

Sapan Bhandari   Computer Science
Kelsey Ann Cuzzupe   Health and Exercise Science
William Arthur Dulaney  Mathematics and Statistics
Malia Carrie Ellington   Health and Exercise Science
Ishawn Janet Francis  Health and Exercise Science
Kyle Kershner  Computer Science
Lawton Manning   Health and Exercise Science
Melissa E. Manning   Computer Science
Joshua Carroll Mannion  Health and Exercise Science
Sophie Peters  Biology
Emily Jordan Smith  Health and Exercise Science
Christian Talbert   Health and Exercise Science
Christa Marie Todoroff  Computer Science
Ka Ki Tse  Health and Exercise Science
Ziji Zhang
Conferred December 30, 2020

Daniel J. Vickers   Physics

MASTERS OF SCIENCE
Conferred August 15, 2020

Owen Sullivan   Biology
Halle Wright   Health and Exercise Science

MASTERS OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2020

Hannah Claire Harris   Education
Tarrah Nichole Hunter   Education
Molly McNair   Education

CONFERRRED AUGUST 15, 2020

Nolan Dahm   Education
Andrew Michael Murphy   Education
Sarah Eva Thomas Sturdivant   Education
Rafaella Vaca-Tricerri   Education
Brandon Scott Petras§§   Education

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTERS OF FINE ARTS
MAY 17, 2021

Bridget Fitzgerald   Documentary Film
Luke Gloeckner   Documentary Film
Yuqi Lu   Documentary Film
Brian Daniel McLawhorn   Documentary Film
Ying Xiong   Documentary Film

§§ Joint Degree with Master of Divinity
CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2020
Milton Edward Foster   Documentary Film
Ryan J. Howard   Documentary Film

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2020
Dustin Lake Foote   Documentary Film

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES
MAY 17, 2021
Marquis Carter   Counseling
Sherri A. Ford   Counseling
David Aaron Glanzer   Counseling

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2020
Jasmine Laquita Baker   Counseling
Edwin F. Wentworth IV   Counseling

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
August 15, 2021
Charles Ahearn   Education
Mary Hallett Culbreth   Education
Anna-Dixon Cameron Harkey   Education
Benjamin F. Hill   Education
Rebecca Hill   Education
Jane Eleanor Isherwood   Education
Elizabeth Ann Kennard   Education
Caroline Kenney   Education
Natalie Elisabeth Lett   Education
Matthew Clare McCoy   Education
Kyle Phillip Nanney   Education
Sydney E. Schaedel   Education
Abby Ann Scoresby   Education
REYNOLDA CAMPUS
2019-2020

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Conferred May 18, 2020

Noah Ryan Bressman  Biology  Advisor  Dr. Miriam Ashley-Ross
Andrew Michael Zeidell  Physics  Advisor  Dr. Oana Jurchescu

Conferred December 30, 2019

Michael J. Rizzo  Biology  Advisor  Dr. Erik Johnson
Leona Ravini Sirkisoon  Chemistry  Advisor  Dr. Christa Colyer

Conferred August 15, 2019

William Farfan Rios  Biology  Advisor  Dr. Miles Silman
Joseph Michael Gagliano  Biology  Advisor  Dr. James Curran
Hui Li  Chemistry  Advisor  Dr. Scott Geyer
Chang Lu  Chemistry  Advisor  Dr. Scott Geyer
Eric Robert Schuppe  Biology  Advisor  Dr. Matthew Fuxjager

Master of Arts
Conferred May 18, 2020

Marvi Rizwan Ali§  Sustainability  § Joint Degree with Juris Doctor
Lindsey Anuzis  Counseling
Jamila R. Ayoubi  Counseling
Emily Ann Barber  Counseling
Jesse Hayden Barrad§  Sustainability
Kai Bi  Interpreting and Translation Studies
Michelle Birdwell  Counseling
Taylor Jade Brough  Communication
Laura Caicedo  English
Yuqing Cao
Allison Carney
Jennifer Michelle Champagne
Holly Paige Chaos
Mark L. Chrisinger
Catherine Ray Cook
Nicholas Karl Corak
Samantha Daniels
Vincent D’Avena
Ellyn Elder
Molly Espenan
Ignacio V. Evans
Lauren Huber Farmer
Orlando Ferrer
Jack William Freudenthal
Lindsay Alison Frye
Erin Jane Gass
Kimberley June Glover
Andres Guerrero-Guzman
Kristen Ann Haberkorn
Mary Harriet Hall
Yichen Han
Delanie Ruth Harrington
Derek John Hilligoss
Lydia Jane Holley
Amy Nicole Houchin
Nadia Ali Hussein
Corrie Elizabeth Ingall
Christopher J.P. Jackson
Tamika Nicole Jackson
Katelyn S. Janvrin
Ryan Jarvis
Diana Leigh Jones
Perrin Thompson Jones
Katherine M. Kacsur
Alexander Karas
Kelley Anne Kennedy
Logan King
Tara Fulp Kosobucki
Ryan Denise Levi
Stephanie Stewart Levy
Lang Li
Melissa Marie Lloyd
Sarah Jean Locke
Hongyu Lu
Finn Lübber
Mary Elizabeth Chappell Lyles
Tina Manning
Desiree L. Martin
Anne Hanson Maust
Hannah Kathleen McGrath

Interpreting and Translation Studies
Psychology
English
Mathematics & Statistics
Counseling
Counseling
Mathematics & Statistics
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Psychology
Communication
Counseling
Mathematics & Statistics
Liberal Arts Studies
Counseling
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Bioethics
Mathematics & Statistics
Communication
Mathematics & Statistics
Communication
Communication
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Communication
Counseling
Communication
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Psychology
Counseling
Counseling
Mathematics & Statistics
Counseling

§ Joint Degree with Juris Doctor  §§ Joint Degree with Master of Divinity
Gabrielle Christine Milando
Ryan Minchey
Layashruthi Roshaala Mohan
Regan Moore
Dysnora Morillo
Jessica Noell Mouzon
David Nichols
Luis Alberto Palmerin
Susannah Baskervill Pittman
Samuel Edward Post
Rebecca Rossiter
Nkecha Chareese Rucker
Kaitlyn Danielle Ruhf
Annie Julia Santarelli
Desiree Patrina Schwemle
Xiao Shang
Spencer Silver
Carolyn Anushuya Stephen
Meredith Stephenson
Quviah Streeter
Chia-Chen Tai
Anna Elizabeth Taylor
Virginia Jean Thornhill
Madison Truczek
Maria-Betania Villalba
Brian Nathan White
Tong Wu
Clayton Wunderlich
Biqing Yang
Kejia Yu
Xinyu Zhang
Yuzhu Zhang
Wei Zhu

Conferred December 30, 2019

Isabelle Abramson
Austin Arthur Arians
Devon Frances Barnard
Caroline Worthy Bishop
Hailey Marie Cleek§
Katherine Ellen Culbertson
Taina Mari Diaz-Reyes§§
Michelle Diehl
Ruth Elizabeth Eslinger
Elizabeth Greenly
Bryant Gross-Armiento
Lauren Haley

Counseling
Psychology
Communication
Counseling
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Counseling
Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematics & Statistics
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Counseling
English
Counseling
Communication
Communication
Counseling
Psychology
Religious Studies
Mathematics & Statistics
Counseling
Counseling
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematics & Statistics
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Bioethics
Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematics & Statistics
Interpreting and Translation Studies
Counseling

§ Joint Degree with Juris Doctor  §§ Joint Degree with Master of Divinity
Kellie Hall Counseling
Carrie Marie Hamilton Counseling
Rachael Elizabeth Hill Counseling
Alexandra Huston-Lyons Counseling
Betsy Davis Johnson Counseling
Robert J. Ksiazkiewicz Counseling
Katherine O. Leech Counseling
Moriah Danielle Lett Counseling
Nataya Unique Lewis Counseling
Paul YellowBird McCormack Counseling
Mary J. McDonald Counseling
Courtney McGough Counseling
Katelyn McNab Mathematics & Statistics
Tatjana Milutinovic Counseling
Jessica Tucker Mitchell Counseling
Polly Monson Counseling
Hollie Makenna Owens Counseling
Shardonay Raquel Riley Counseling
Ronnie Ibrahim Rizek Counseling
Johanna Christine Schulz Liberal Arts Studies
David Scott Schwenk Counseling
Katherine Elizabeth Shea Counseling
Pamela Rachel Sloane-Bradbury Counseling
Rebecca L. Tattersfield Counseling
Melissa Dawn Trauger Counseling
Akshey Walia Bioethics
Denise Lachelle Whetstone Counseling
Kelsey Ann Williams Counseling

Conferred August 15, 2019

Tara Lyn Ahearn Counseling
Travis R. Alvarez Mathematics & Statistics
John T. Anderson Counseling
Parker Reid Anderson Counseling
Laura Elizabeth Bishop Counseling
Anna Christine Branca Counseling
Jessica Sarah Branton Counseling
Michael A. Cantrell Counseling
Ben Cassera Counseling
Allison Cornelius Catrini Counseling
Flannery Katherine Clair Counseling
Tristan Collazo Counseling
Jennifer Olivia Cook Counseling
Jaime Lee Cotto Counseling
Jewelienne Cuellar Counseling
Janelle Aimee Dadul Sustainability
John Michael Duffy, Sr. Counseling
Devon Kay Fero Liberal Studies
Darren Ford Sustainability
Elizabeth Ann Fulton Counseling
Hannah A. Guerra Counseling
Angela Dyson Hill  Counseling
Sarah Stockton Howell-Miller  Bioethics
Bailey Ann Huber  Counseling
Ronald Carl James, Jr.  Religious Studies
Ryan Thomas Johnson  Sustainability
Cara Marie Joyner  Counseling
Samantha M. Kosier  Counseling
Deborah A. Kurtz  Counseling
Erica Paige Miles  Bioethics
Alyssa Grace Moudy  Counseling
Patrick Nachlas  Sustainability
Andrew C. Rakshshani  Psychology
Hunter Gilbert Ray  Counseling
James A. Rising  Counseling
Rollande Paquin Sampson  Counseling
Nicole Charisse Small  Counseling
Isikaku Ikenna Smart  Liberal Arts Studies
Kathleen Amelia Smith  Counseling
Mariana Dora Stavig  Psychology
Tasha Dene’ Stephenson  Counseling
Sophia Wimberley  Sustainability
Deon C. Young  Liberal Arts Studies

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Conferred May 18, 2020

Ziqin Chen  Computer Science
Jinku Cui  Computer Science
Carlo Robert Davids  Health and Exercise Science
Lara Alexandra Marshall  Health and Exercise Science
Emily Michalak  Health and Exercise Science
Esteban Murillo Burford  Computer Science
Hannah Jane Parker  Health and Exercise Science
Sarah Yvonne Parsons  Computer Science
Erynn Justine Rebol  Biology
Andy Mack Royall III  Computer Science
Matthew James Scarlett  Health and Exercise Science
Hannah Schultz  Health and Exercise Science
Ashlynn Ann Swafford  Health and Exercise Science
Patrick Williams  Computer Science

Conferred December 30, 2019

Irina Viviano  Computer Science
Conferred August 15, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnav Bhandari</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoze Du</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Rae Hall</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of Arts in Education
Conferred August 15, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wendell Dunn</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Grossenbacher</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Wren Hill</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Ellen Hirsch</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Adam Julian</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Stuart Kaskay II</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Victoria Maness</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Kaitlyn McGahan</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Reddick Nicolson</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Stangl</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Grace Walter</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
Conferred May 18, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Louise Ebert</td>
<td>Liberal Arts Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrence Johnson</td>
<td>Liberal Arts Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Lisle McMullen</td>
<td>Liberal Arts Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conferred December 30, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justin Herron</td>
<td>Liberal Arts Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of Arts in Human Services
Conferred May 18, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Rea</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2019

Eleanor Schaeffer Goss Barnhardt   Counseling
Sharon Dianne Ralston   Counseling

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2019

Ellen Frances Frazier   Counseling
Ana M. Herrera   Counseling
Mary J. Stauffer   Counseling
Carolyn Smith Sutton   Counseling
BOWMAN GRAY CAMPUS
2020-2021

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 17, 2021

Julie R. Bennington Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Elene Alexis Clemens Microbiology and Immunology
Casey Grant Costa Biomedical Engineering
William Neil Crowe Biomedical Engineering
Anthony Dominijanni Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Paige M. Estave Neuroscience
Alia Dawlat Ghoneum Cancer Biology
Wayne Oliver Hemphill Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Alexander H. Jinnah Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Adam Michael Jorgensen Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Andy Tsing-ho Kwok Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Jessica Diane Mackert Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Brent Michael Roeder Neuroscience
Monica McMahon Rohde Cancer Biology
Fatima Fulihan Ryalat Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Priyanka Thakur Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Briana Christine Thompson Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Aaron Ross Van Gorkom Biomedical Engineering
Shaina Aleese Yates Molecular Medicine and Translational Science

Advisor
Dr. Koudy Williams
Dr. Martha Alexander-Miller
Dr. Ashley Weaver
Dr. Dawen Zhao
Dr. Shay Soker
Dr. Sara Jones
Dr. Neveen Said
Dr. Fred Perrino
Dr. Kerry Danelson
Dr. Anthony Atala
Dr. Jeffrey Willey
Dr. Peg Gallagher
Dr. Robert Hampson
Dr. Ravi Singh
Dr. Debra Diz
Dr. Mark Cline
Dr. William Dezarn
Dr. Phillip Brown
Dr. Nicole Levi

Conferred January 15, 2021

Rebecca Anderson Cancer Biology
Alex Lynn Deal Neuroscience
Fanny Wang Biomedical Engineering
Brooke Widner Cancer Biology
Kip D. Zimmerman Molecular Genetics and Genomics

Advisor
Dr. Timothy Pardee
Dr. Evgeny Budygin
Dr. Adam Hall
Dr. Yusuke Shiozawa
Dr. Carl Langefeld

Conferred September 4, 2020

William Bryson Decker Biomedical Engineering
Dorothy Lloyd Dobbins Neuroscience
Gregory James Gillispie Biomedical Engineering
Bryce David McCarthy Biomedical Engineering
Anna Carolina Zaia Rodrigues Neuroscience

Advisor
Dr. Scott Gayzik
Dr. Dwayne Godwin
Dr. Sang Jin Lee
Dr. Nicole Levi
Dr. Osvaldo Delbono
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER OF SCIENCE
May 17, 2021

Minhaz Ali Biomedical Science
Reham Al-Refai Biomedical Science
Brian K. Baker III Biomedical Science
Xavier Omar Brinson Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Hannah Brookover Biomedical Science
Maya S. Clamp Biomedical Science
Jared Clayton Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Sarah Elizabeth Colbert Neuroscience
Christina Louise Compton Biomedical Science
Taylor Elizabeth Daniels Biomedical Science
Siddharth Dash Biomedical Engineering
Caitlyn Delgado Biomedical Science
Jonathan Harvey Diaz Biomedical Engineering
Kevin Matthew Fleischmann Biomedical Science
Jabari Hargrove Biomedical Science
Mariama Sarauniya Doreen Ibrahim Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Madison Marie Kendrick Biomedical Science
Haley C. Kuhns Biomedical Science
Kedar V. Madi Biomedical Engineering
Heidi Sharee Markel Biomedical Science
Ashley Bianca Maxime Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Gabriella Milef Biomedical Engineering
Justin Osuji Biomedical Science
Carolyn J. Park Clinical and Population Translational Science
Jada Camille Powell Biomedical Science
Annie Dehena Rexha Biomedical Science
Michael Andrew Rose Biomedical Science
Mariam Gul Shakir Biomedical Science
Drake Sime Biomedical Science
Allen DeAndre Smith Biomedical Science
Elina Joan Tara Nitali Spradlin Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Susan Kelley Stevens Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Abigail Glazier Swenson Neuroscience
Precious Njeako Tebid Biomedical Science
Shiyu Wang Biomedical Science
Alexzandria Denise Watson Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Erica Chivonne Weaver Biomedical Science
Bethany Elise Wildeman Biomedical Science
Fan (Evan) Ye Clinical and Population Translational Science
Yang Yu Biomedical Science
Conferred January 15, 2021

Beverly Dosso
Noah Eggers
Talina Paige Fleifel
Amol Garg
Damian Chance Hutchins
Carolyne Abella Largo
Sarvath Aafreen Sanaullah
Blake Eric Savage
Alexandra Sivec
Mulham Bassel Soudan
Wei Zhang

Biomedical Science
Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Clinical and Population Translational Science

Conferred September 4, 2020

Aamina Ali
Zainab Ali Al Mohanna
Yahnick Barclay
Anna R. Cranford
Kaitlyn Nicole Gallitano
Rayonna Marie Gordon
Katelyn Anne Greene
Sean Patrick Hageman
Dale Johnson
Blaize Quintin Kelly
Ivan Krizan
Tristan H. Kuhn
Paul Michael Pfrimmer
Opal Victoria Potter
Sumiya Abdul Raheem
Lourdes Beatriz Ramos Cordova
Cristian Rivas
Deeksha Maheswari Sankepalle
Maggie Stainback
Abigail Dawn Stanley
Sydney Jade Sutton-Hyman
Aaron M. Tryhus
John David Walker
Mia Yang
Payton Young

Biomedical Science
Clinical and Population Translational Science
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Neuroscience
Biomedical Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Biomedical Science
Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Engineering
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Biomedical Science
Clinical and Population Translational Science
Biomedical Science
BOWMAN GRAY CAMPUS
2019-2020

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Conferred May 18, 2020

Matthew Dean Brovold
Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Advisor
Dr. Shay Soker
Jacqueline U. Chyr
Cancer Biology
Advisor
Dr. Xiaobo Zhou
Alexandria Harkey
Molecular Genetics and Genomics
Advisor
Dr. Gloria Muday
Sihai Li
Neuroscience
Advisor
Dr. Christos Constantinidis
Deborah Joyce Luessen
Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Advisor
Dr. Rong Chen
Andrea Rose Mazzocchi
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Shay Soker
Samuel Rosas
Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Advisor
Dr. Jeffrey Willey
Lauren Nicole West-Livingston
Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Advisor
Dr. Sang Jin Lee
Marlena Wosiski-Kuhn
Neuroscience
Advisor
Dr. Carol Milligan

Conferred December 30, 2019

Mohsen Bahrami
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Drs. Paul Laurienti and Sean Simpson
Allison Dyevoich
Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Advisor
Dr. Karen Haas
Kevin M. Enck
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Emmanuel Opara
John Peter Patalak
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Andrew Kemper
Shiny Amala Priya Rajan
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Adam Hall
Charlotte Mae Kent Waits
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Elaheh Rahbar
Caitlin Melton Weaver
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Joel Stitzel

Conferred August 15, 2019

Hannah Christine Ainsworth
Molecular Genetics and Genomics
Advisor
Dr. Carl Langefeld
Marianne Collard
Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Advisor
Drs. Ann Tallant and Patricia Gallagher
James Peter Gaewsky
Biomedical Engineering
Advisor
Dr. Joel Stitzel
Alejandro Marquez-Lara
Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Advisor
Dr. Thomas L. Smith
Eric D. Routh
Cancer Biology
Advisor
Dr. Lance Miller

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Conferred May 18, 2020

Kristen Lynn Adams
Biomedical Science
Mariah Alexis
Neuroscience
Marlyn Anguelov Anguelov, Biomedical Science
Justin Maurice Ashby, Biomedical Science
Derrick Mawunyo Azorlibu, Biomedical Science
Mary E. Branch, Clinical and Population Translational Science
Bri’Ana Brown, Biomedical Science
Seidah Congleton, Biomedical Science
Sarah Elizabeth Corbitt, Biomedical Science
George Dion Daniel, Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Daniella Marie DiGuglielmo, Biomedical Engineering
Emily Kay DiMarco, Neuroscience
Tugce Duran, Neuroscience
Tanner Matthew Filben, Biomedical Engineering
Julia Garcia-Vargas, Biomedical Science
Charles Amir German, Clinical and Population Translational Science
Saahj Piyush Gosrani, Neuroscience
Christian Green, Neuroscience
Ashley Harris, Biomedical Science
Joshua Thomas Hayes, Biomedical Science
Jacqueline Ann Hernandez, Biomedical Science
Madeline Victoria Hosking, Biomedical Science
Angelica Hutchinson, Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Dorey Lavern Thomas Ivory, Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Hannah Jester, Neuroscience
Rachel Elizabeth Jones, Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Kevin Justus, Biomedical Science
Kevin Raymond Lindert, Biomedical Science
Andrew Joseph Magiera, Biomedical Science
Franzia Martin, Biomedical Science
Lucas Taylor McLaughlin, Biomedical Science
Hailey Medder, Biomedical Science
Astrid Lorraine Melgar, Biomedical Science
Francesca Manouchka Mercer, Biomedical Science
Adline Metayer, Biomedical Science
Brandi Ciara Miller, Biomedical Science
Arianna Fahmieh Nassar, Biomedical Science
Teesha Janelle Newsom, Biomedical Science
Amanda Gabrielle Olivier, Biomedical Science
Renee Christina Parris, Biomedical Science
Antoine Marquise Prayer, Biomedical Science
Nicholas Stewart Pritchard, Biomedical Engineering
Mychelle Christine Rinaldi, Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Haris Shehzad, Biomedical Science
Patrick Shultz, Biomedical Science
Aparna Pushkara Sivakumar, Neuroscience
Roy Ervin Strowd, III, Clinical and Population Translational Science
Brandi Taylor, Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Caitlin Marge Tedeschi, Biomedical Science
Emily Jo Wall, Addiction Research and Clinical Health
Mingyu Wan, Neuroscience
Bailey Olivia Warren, Biomedical Science
Julia Ann Yancey, Health Disparities in Neuroscience-related Disorders
Kailong Zhang, Biomedical Science
Conferred December 30, 2019

Mays Albu-Shamah
Alexandra Danielle Baldassaro
Stephen Joseph Patrick Ball
Hayluri C. Beckles
Jie Cao
Williams Cabler Dean
Sarah Elizabeth Eaves
Michael Edward Gray
William Andrew Hiatt
Zachary Samuel Hostetler
Moriah Jackson
Kathleen O. Kind
Jianyi Li
Danielle Medina-Hernandez
Molly L. Minkiewicz
Chirayu Milan Patel
Tyler Paula
Sarah Danielle Pennypacker
Justin James Prescott, IV
Camille-Macie Brown Rumph
Omar Singleton
Matthew J. Singleton
Sarah Keelan Woods
Maria Tian Xie

Conferred August 15, 2019

Hesham Mohamed Aly Afify
Scotty Chung
Allison Taylor Goldstein
Jonathon Howarth
Dana Elizabeth Leavitt
Sean Lester
Mary Elizabeth Moya-Mendez
David Alexander Rubinow
Christopher Lee Schaich
Brian Tomblin
Emma Katherine Vivlamore
Dakota Lane Williams
Samuel J. Yates